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CONTROL OF AN ARCHITECTURAL CABLE NET GEOMETRY
YVONNE R. STU¨RZ, MANFRED MORARI, ROY S. SMITH
Abstract. Doubly curved thin concrete shells are very efficient building structures, suitable for light-weight
construction because of their high structural stability. In the process of constructing such shells, an efficient
innovative flexible formwork that is based on a cable network can be used instead of the costly conventional
timber formwork. To guarantee the structural properties of such a shell, the desired form, that is designed
and optimized in advance, needs to be precisely achieved. The sensitivity of the flexible cable net formwork
to fabrication tolerances and uncertainties makes high accuracy challenging. We propose a new construction
method where the form of the cable net structure is measured and controlled in a feedback loop during its
construction. Two models based on a force and on an energy approach are reviewed and their equivalence is
shown. An efficient control algorithm, which is based on a variant of Sequential Quadratic Programming, and
which guarantees feasibility at every iteration, is derived. Based on mild assumptions on the cable net, global
convergence to a stationary point is shown. For practical applicability, an extension of the control algorithm
for computing sparse input vectors is given. Experimental results on a cable net formwork prototype for a
shell roof structure are presented to demonstrate the control performance.
1. Introduction
Because of their curvature, doubly curved thin concrete shells can be designed with a high stiffness and
stability. Loads induce tension and compression forces rather than flexion. Because of their properties, shell
elements can span large areas using comparatively little material. Mostly through requiring less concrete, a
significant amount of energy can be saved compared to conventional building structures. In addition to their
structural advantages, shells are also interesting from an architectural point of view as their doubly curved
form enables new aspects of design and expression in buildings, [1].
In the construction process of shell structures a so-called formwork is needed as a supporting structure
on which to pour or spray the concrete. Conventional formwork which has been used to date is very labor-
, material- and time-intensive, as it consists of a large number of tediously manufactured, non-reusable
customized timber elements. To overcome this drawback, an innovative flexible formwork can be used which
consists of a net of cables or rods and a fabric layer on top, [2] , [3] , [4] . The net is pre-stressed such that the
weight of the concrete deforms it to the final designed shell form [5] . The tension forces and the weight of
both the net and the concrete are supported by a rigid frame at the boundaries where the net is fixed. This
new kind of formwork is beneficial in many aspects. Through the standardization and re-use of elements, the
amount of material required and the waste are reduced. Furthermore, the construction of the formwork is
much faster and therefore less expensive, which could enable the construction of a larger number of doubly
curved shell structures in the future.
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The mechanical properties of the concrete shell, such as buckling stability, depend critically on its form,
which is the result of an optimization-based design process. To satisfy the accuracy requirements of the
shell, the cable net tolerances are very tight. However, because of uncertainties in the material behavior
and fabrication tolerances of the cable net and of the frame, the desired form of the cable net is in general
not precisely achieved if typical construction methods are used. This is shown in [6] in an experiment for a
small-scale simple shell prototype. Therefore, control of the form of the cable net is introduced, to achieve
the designed target form as closely as possible.
For the innovative cable net formwork application, both a model based on force equilibrium and based
on an energy approach are introduced in [7]. Based on these models, a fast algorithm is presented for the
control of the form of the cable net during its construction. It is based on a variant of Sequential Quadratic
Programming (SQP) with feasible iterates. In [8], methods for the identification of important parameters of
the cable net system are presented.
In this paper, the following extensions to [7] and [8] are made. The two model formulations introduced
in [7] are shown to be equivalent. Based on this result, a convergence proof is given for the control algo-
rithm presented in [7]. The algorithm is extended to compute sparse input vectors. It enables the practical
implementation of feedback corrections of the structure in an acceptable amount of time. This is especially
important for large-scale systems without fully automated, or with even manual actuation. In contrast to [7],
where a validation of the control algorithm is given only in terms of simulation results, this paper presents
experimental results on a 1:4 scale prototype of the cable net system for the so-called HiLo Roof (High
Performance, Low Energy) [9]. Details of this prototype are given in [10].
The HiLo-Roof is part of a research and innovation unit on the so-called NEST-building [11] . The latter is a
demonstrator building hosting different research experiments on the campus of the Swiss Federal Laboratories
for Materials Science and Technology (Empa), in Du¨bendorf, Switzerland, [12] . The HiLo unit is planned as
a duplex penthouse apartment and the roof will have a span of approximately 16m ˆ 9m and a maximum
height of 6.5m. It will be a doubly curved thin concrete shell structure, [13] , which is depicted in Figure 1.
For its construction in 2019, a cable net and fabric formwork is going to be used, and the cable net component
is planned to be controlled in its form on the construction site.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives a description of the cable net formwork, followed by
the mathematical model formulations of its equilibrium states in Section 3. The algorithm for controlling the
form is given in Section 4. A convergence proof of the control algorithm is given in Section 5. Section 6 gives
experimental results conducted on the 1:4 cable net prototype of the HiLo Roof.
1.1. Notation
We denote a block-diagonal matrix D of submatrices D1, ..., DN by D “ diagNi“1pDiq. The nˆm matrix of
all zeros is denoted as 0nˆm. If clear from the context, the indices are dropped. For a function fpxq : Rn ÞÑ R,
we denote the gradient by ∇xf “ r BfBx1 ¨ ¨ ¨ BfBxn sJ. For a function hpr, uq : Rn`p ÞÑ Rm, the Jacobian is denoted
by
∇pr,uqh “
”
∇rh ∇uh
ı
“
»——–
Bh1Br1 ¨ ¨ ¨ Bh1Brn Bh1Bu1 ¨ ¨ ¨ Bh1Bup
...
...
...
...
BhmBr1 ¨ ¨ ¨ BhmBrn BhmBu1 ¨ ¨ ¨ BhmBup
fiffiffifl , (1)
where ∇pr,uq denotes the partial derivatives with respect to r and u and ∇rh and ∇uh are referred to as
partial Jacobians. We use ∇pr,uqhprκ , uκq to denote the Jacobian evaluated at the point prκ, uκq. The
weighted L2-norm with Q being a weighting matrix is denoted as }x}2Q “ xJQx.
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Figure 1. Rendering of the HiLo research and innovation unit on the NEST building at
Empa, Du¨bendorf, Switzerland. (image by Supermanoevre, Doug and Wolf)
2. Cable Net Description
The cable net is a pre-stressed, pin-jointed structure, which can be seen as a special form of tensegrity
structure [14], [15], which consists of only cables and has no struts or bars. This kind of tensegrity structure
was introduced as spider-web in [16]. Tensegrity structures have been an active field of research considering
for example applications of deployable structures or lightweight structures in different fields such as aerospace
or biology. Control of these structures has been proposed for example with the goal of active vibration
reduction, where forces or displacements, are applied to actuate the dynamics of the structures, [17]. In [18],
[19], [14], the equilibria of the structures are changed by changing the physical parameters of the structure.
In [19], [14], a Lyapunov-based control for the dynamics of a specific class of tensegrity systems, consisting
of a rigid bar connected to strings, is proposed. By changing the initial lengths of the strings as inputs, the
rigid-body dynamics of the bar is controlled.
The control methodology in this work is to guide the cable net system to a different equilibrium which
minimizes the error between its actual and desired form. This is done by changing the boundary lengths of
the net. In the control algorithm, we exploit properties of the mathematical model of the cable net equilibria
in order to efficiently compute the control inputs.
This section reviews the cable net, its construction steps and its function as a formwork. The math-
ematical description in terms of variables, fixed parameters and control inputs is introduced based on a
graph-theoretical approach, [20], [7].
2.1. Physical Description of the Cable Net
The innovative flexible formwork is a network of cable elements onto which a fabric membrane is placed.
The boundary edges of the net are attached to a rigid frame.
The design process of the shell comprises several steps. A detailed presentation can be found in [5] , [6] ,
[2] , [21] . First, the form of the shell is designed, taking into account multiple criteria such as boundary
conditions, head clearance, esthetic and design aspects, buckling stability and other mechanical properties.
Then the cable net topology is chosen and mapped onto it. Via a best-fit-optimization, the desired force
distribution of the cable net loaded by the concrete is obtained. From this final tensioned and loaded state
of the cable net, the initial state of the unloaded pre-stressed cable net, i.e. without the concrete, is obtained
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in terms of its form and its tension such that under the weight of the concrete the final desired form of the
shell is achieved.
The construction process starts with the assembly of the cable net on-site. Then, it is tightened to an
initial pre-stressed state. Because of the flexibility of the net and the fabrication and construction tolerances,
the built form needs to be corrected to the designed one. A feedback loop is implemented by iteratively
measuring the form and applying inputs to the structure. After the control of this pre-stressed form of the
cable net, the fabric membrane is laid on top and then the concrete is sprayed on. The load distribution of
the concrete and reinforcement introduces new uncertainties to the system. Further corrections of the form
of the cable net might therefore be required to reach the designed final loaded form.
2.2. Graph-Theoretical Description
The cable net is associated with an underlying graph G “ pN , Eq. Its n nodes from the node set N represent
the connection points of the cable net, and its m edges from the edge set E Ď N ˆN correspond to the cable
segments of the net. The node set is divided into the two disjoint subsets NF of nF free nodes which lie in
the interior of the cable net and NB of nB boundary nodes which are attached to the rigid frame. The edge
set is composed of two disjoint sets EF of mF free edges between free nodes and EB of mB boundary edges
which connect the boundary nodes on the rigid frame to free nodes in the interior of the net. It holds that
N “ NF YNB , NF XNB “ H and E “ EF Y EB , EF X EB “ H. By a slight abuse of notation, we use both
the edge set and an index set for the edges, i.e., the index e P t1, ...,mu or equivalently the index ps, tq P E
denotes the edge e connecting nodes s and t.
The geometric form of the net is described via the positions of the nodes of the cable net, which we define
as
x “ rxJF , xJBsJ , y “ ryJF , yJBsJ , z “ rzJF , zJBsJ P Rn ,
where the subscripts distinguish between the free and boundary nodes. For individual nodes, s P t1, ..., nu,
we define the vector of their coordinates as
rs “ rxs , ys , zssJ P R3.
We also define the stacked vectors of the coordinates of all free, all boundary and the collection of all the
nodes as
rF “ rrJ1 , ... , rJnF sJ, rB “ rrJnF`1 , ... , rJn sJ and r “ rrJF , rJBsJ.
We use the term configuration as a synonym for the form of the cable net defined through the nodal position
coordinates. A top view of the cable net is depicted in Fig. 2 with the free nodes sa and ta connected by the
free edge psa, taq and with the free node sb connected by the boundary edge psb, tbq to the boundary node tb.
The actual length of an edge ps, tq is denoted by lps,tq and is given by the Euclidean distance between its two
nodes as
lps,tq :“ }rs ´ rt}2 . (2)
2.3. Parameters and Inputs
The materials and dimensions of the edges in the cable net are described by the following fixed parameters.
The Young’s modulus E indicates the relation between stress and strain in the material. The constant EAps,tq
is used to denote the product of the Young’s modulus E and the cross section area A of the edge ps, tq and
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Figure 2. Top view of the cable net system, (from [7]) . a) Free edge psa, taq P EF connecting
nodes sa P NF and ta P NF with edge length lpsa,taq. b) Boundary edge psb, tbq P EB with
edge length lpsb,tbq connecting the free node s P NF and the boundary node t P NB .
defines its elastic properties. Other important parameters of the system influencing the forces within the net
are the unstressed lengths of the edges, which are denoted by
l0 “
”
l0,1, ..., l0,ps,tq, ..., l0,m
ıJ P Rm, (3)
with l0,ps,tq the parameter of the edge ps, tq. In the interior of the net, these parameters are fixed and cannot
be changed once the cable net has been constructed. The boundary edges connect the cable net to the rigid
frame via turnbuckles, as can be seen in Fig. 2. These turnbuckles can introduce a defined change in length
of the boundary edges, which are used as inputs to the system in order to control the form. The possible
input vector is thus defined as the vector collecting all the changes in lengths for all boundary edges
u :“ ru1 , ... , ups,tq , ... , umB sJ P RmB , @ps, tq P EB , (4)
with ups,tq being the change in length l0,ps,tq for the boundary edge ps, tq. Here, the assumption is made that
the turnbuckles are not elastic. The unstressed length of edge ps, tq after applying the input ups,tq is defined
as
l0,ps,tq “ l0,ps,tq ´ ups,tq , @ps, tq P EB . (5)
We also use the notation
l0,ps,tq “ l0,ps,tq , @ps, tq P EF , (6)
if ps, tq is a non-adjustable free edge. In Fig. 2, the free edge psa, taq is of constant unstressed length l0,psa,taq “
l0,psa,taq, and the boundary edge psb, tbq is of adjustable unstressed length l0,psb,tbq “ l0,psb,tbq ´ upsb,tbq, with
possible upsb,tbq ‰ 0.
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With (2) and (5), (6), the actual elongation of the edge ps, tq is given by
∆lps,tq “ lps,tq ´ l0,ps,tq . (7)
Configurations that have no slack cables avoid sagging of the concrete and are preferred. This means that
the edges of the cable net are desired to be in zero or positive tension. Therefore, the following constraints
can be introduced
gps,tqprF , rB , uq :“ ´∆lps,tq ď 0 , @ps, tq P E . (8)
We summarize these constraints for all edges in the vector
gprF , rB , uq :“ rg1, ..., gmsJ . (9)
However, in the physically built cable net, there may be slack cables because of construction imprecision.
These slack edges may or may not be removable by the control, depending on the parameters of the edges.
In other words, there may or may not exist a configuration with no slack edges for the given parameters.
Depending on the construction, there might be physical limitations on the possible change in the boundary
edge lengths. Then, input constraints in the form of
u ď uub,
´u ď ´ulb,
(10)
might need to be introduced, with uub P RmB and ulb P RmB being upper and lower bounds on the possible
inputs, respectively.
2.4. Parameter Identification
The stiffnesses and therefore the forces and the form of the cable net are very sensitive to the unstressed
lengths l0, defined in (3). However, the lengths are subject to fabrication tolerances and uncertainties and are
therefore likely to deviate from the nominal values of the design model. The cable net might be constructed
in its stressed state, such that only the actual stressed lengths of the edges can be measured, but not the
unstressed lengths.
Methods for the parameter identification of the unstressed lengths are proposed in [8]. They require
measurements of different configurations of the cable net, which are obtained by exciting the system with
different inputs. The identification is based on the model of the cable net in static equilibria, which is
described in the following.
3. Models of the Static Equilibria
In order to describe the form of the cable net and its dependency on the inputs, a model of the static
equilibria of the cable net is required in terms of the parameters and boundary conditions of the system. Two
equivalent formulations were introduced in [7]. One is based on force balances at all free nodes, [16], and
leads to implicit nonlinear equations. The other is an energy minimization approach and can be cast as a
convex optimization problem. Both models will be used to formulate the control algorithm in Section 1.
3.1. Model Assumptions
From the first pre-tensioned state of the cable net after its assembly to its final controlled state, a series of
equilibria configurations of the cable net are considered. In order to model these equilibria configurations, we
define the reduced graph G¯ generated by removing all slack edges. Thus, the graph G¯ is defined as G¯ “ tN , E¯u
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with E¯ being the set of all tensioned edges of the cable net. Here, it is assumed that nodes that have only
slack adjacent edges have already been removed from the node set N . A further assumption is that the cable
net is designed in such a way that G¯ does not contain 2-cycles or self-loops.
We assume that G¯ is known and that it stays constant for the series of equilibria configurations considered
during the control, i.e., cables do not change from being slack to being tensioned or vice versa. In the design
phase, the desired force distribution in the cable net is designed in such a way that all cables are in positive
tension. In practice, checking these conditions in the real system can be done by force measurements, by
manual examination, or by measuring whether the actual edge lengths, l, are longer in the prestressed state
than the initial edge lengths, l0.
Furthermore, we assume that the parameters of the system, i.e., the material properties EA, the unstressed
lengths of the edges l0, and the self-weight of the net are known and are constant. These parameters can be
identified in experiments. In the following, we do not consider uncertainties on the model parameters. The
boundary nodes at the rigid frame can be measured and are thus also known. They are considered to stay
constant, as they are fixed at the rigid frame.
3.2. Energy Minimization Approach
In order to find the static equilibrium of the system, an approach of minimizing its total energy can be taken.
In the following, we assume that the elastic tension forces versus elongation function of the edges are linear
and increasing. Note that this can easily be generalized to piecewise linear and increasing functions. Under
this assumption, for a given fixed vector of inputs u in (4) , this energy minimization problem is equivalent
to a convex second-order cone program (SOCP). This approach was presented for a similar example in [22]
and for the cable net application in [7].
The total energy of the cable net, expressed by
V pr, uq “ ´pzzF `
ÿ
ps,tqPE
EAps,tq
2l0,ps,tq
plps,tq ´ l0,ps,tqq2, (11)
which is the sum of the potential energies of all nodes (first term) and the sum of the elastic energies of all
tensioned edges (second term). The vector pz in (11) accounts for point loads due to self-weight and any
other loads on all free nodes. The problem of finding the equilibrium of the cable net by minimizing this total
energy term (11) is given as
rpuq “ argmin
r
V
s.t. rB “ rB , (12)
where rB are the fixed positions at the rigid frame where the boundary edges are connected.
For a fixed input vector u, i.e. constant l0, it is possible to rewrite the problem given in (12) as a convex
optimization problem. We introduce a variable v and vector q. The entry qps,tq of q for the edge ps, tq is
defined as
qps,tq “
¨˝a
EAps,tqb
l0,ps,tq
plps,tq ´ l0,ps,tqq‚˛
`
, (13)
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with the notation p¨q` “ maxp0, ¨q. The upper bound v on the term }q}22 fulfills the following hyperbolic
constraint
}q}22 ď v ðñ
›››››
«
2q
1´ v
ff›››››
2
ď 1` v.
Rewriting the problem in terms of the variables q and v, we find that the coordinates rF of the free nodes in
a static equilibrium configuration can be obtained as the minimizers to the following SOCP.
Problem PminE :
min
rF ,v,q
´pzzF ` 12v
s.t.
?
EAps,tq?
l0,ps,tq
`}rs ´ rt}2 ´ l0,ps,tq˘ ď qps,tq,
0 ď qps,tq, @ ps, tq P E ,
rB “ rB ,›››››
«
2q
1´ v
ff›››››
2
ď 1` v ,
(14)
for a fixed input vector u, i.e. constant lengths l0,ps,tq.
Note that the definition of qps,tq in (13) allows for only positive tension forces to contribute to the energy
V of the system. This is consistent with the model assumption that in the case where lps,tq ă l0,ps,tq, the
cable is not in compression, but it is a slack cable under zero force. However, the solution of Problem PminE
does not guarantee that there are no slack cables in the equilibrium state of the cable net.
3.3. Force Balance Approach
The net force at each free node s is the sum over the tension forces of all its adjacent edges ps, tq P E¯s,
where we denote by E¯s the set of all adjacent edges of node s which are in tension, i.e., @ps, tq, such that
∆lps,tq ě 0. Thus, the net force at node s is given by
hs “
ÿ
ps,tqPE¯s
EAps,tq
˜
lps,tq ´ l0,ps,tq
l0,ps,tq
¸
dps,tq
“
ÿ
ps,tqPE¯s
EAps,tqlps,tq
˜
1
l0,ps,tq
´ 1
lps,tq
¸
dps,tq
“
ÿ
ps,tqPE¯s
EAps,tq prs ´ rtq
˜
1
l0,ps,tq
´ 1
lps,tq
¸
,
(15)
where dps,tq “ prs ´ rtq{lps,tq is the direction vector of the edge ps, tq along which the corresponding force is
acting.
For a fixed input vector u, the static equilibrium of the cable net can be characterized by the configuration
rF for which all the net forces at all free nodes are zero, i.e., which is the solution of the equations
hs “
ÿ
ps,tqPE¯s
EAps,tq
¨˚
˚˝
»——–
xs
ys
zs
fiffiffifl´
»——–
xt
yt
zt
fiffiffifl‹˛‹‚
˜
1
l0,ps,tq
´ 1
lps,tq
¸
“ 0, (16)
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for all free nodes s P NF and for all tensioned adjacent edges, ps, tq P E¯s to node s. Note that summing
the forces of only the tensioned adjacent edges in (16) prevents from accounting for the contribution of slack
edges as compression forces.
The function h : R3n ˆRmB ÞÑ R3nF is the vector of all force equilibrium equations for all free nodes, i.e.,
hpr, uq “
”
hJ1 . . . hJnF
ıJ
. (17)
For fixed boundary values, rB “ r¯B , we may simplify the notation to h : R3nF ˆ RmB ÞÑ R3nF with
hprF , uq “
”
hJ1 . . . hJnF
ıJ
. (18)
3.4. Equivalence of the Models
We show that for fixed parameters and a fixed input vector, the formulations based on the force equilibria
and on the minimum energy each have a unique solution and are thus equivalent. This is important for the
convergence guarantees of the control algorithm presented in the next section.
First, we state the following result.
Proposition 1. Under the model assumptions in Section 3.1, and for a constant input u, the partial Jacobian
∇rF hprF , uq at an equilibrium configuration rF is non-singular.
Proof : Under the model assumptions in Section 3.1, and for a fixed input u, it can be shown that there
exists a unique equilibrium configuration of the cable net, rF , as there exists a unique minimum of the energy
function V pr, uq in (11), [23]. Therefore, the Hessian of the energy function is positive definite at the equilib-
rium configuration rF , [16], and the partial Jacobian of the force equilibrium equations, ∇rF hprF q is equal to
the Hessian of the energy function. 
We now show that the mapping u to rF via the force equilibrium equations, i.e., the rF solving (16) for a
given u, is unique. In the following, we make use of the Implicit Function Theorem for the function hprF , uq
in (16), and therefore briefly restate it here.
Theorem 1 (Implicit Function Theorem [24]). Let h : R3nF ˆ RmB ÞÑ R3nF be a function such that
(i) hprˆF , uˆq “ 0 for some rˆF P R3nF ,
(ii) the function hp¨, ¨q is continuously differentiable in some neighborhood of prˆF , uˆq, and
(iii) OrF hprF , uq is nonsingular at the point prF , uq “ prˆF , uˆq.
Then there exist open sets NrF Ă R3nF and Nu Ă RmB containing rˆF and uˆ, respectively, and a unique
continuous function Rpuq : Nu ÞÑ NrF such that rˆF “ Rpuˆq and hprF , uq “ 0 for all u P Nu. If hprF , uq is
p-times continuously differentiable w.r.t. both rF and u for some p ą 0, then Rpuq is also p-times continuously
differentiable w.r.t. u, and we have
∇uRpuq “ ´r∇rF hprF , uqs´1∇uhprF , uq,
for all u P Nu.
The function hprF , uq in (16) fulfills (i) because we assume that for the given parameters and a given uˆ
and under the model assumptions in Section 3.1, there exists an equilibrium configuration rˆF . The condition
(ii) holds due to the function definition of hp¨, ¨q in (16). Condition (iii) is fulfilled because of Proposition 1.
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Due to the Implicit Function Theorem it holds that for known parameters EA, l0, fixed boundary points
rB , and a fixed input vector u, there exists a unique equilibrium state of the system, i.e., there exists an rF
which is the unique solution of the force equilibrium equations (16).
It remains to show uniqueness of the mapping u to rF , i.e., that the minimizer rF of Problem PminE is
unique. We refer to [25] for a detailed proof. Therein, the problem of minimizing the total potential energy
of a cable net structure is reformulated as an SOCP in standard form, which can easily be dualized. The
resulting dual SOCP in standard form can again be reformulated into a problem with a physical interpretation,
which is the minimization of the total complementary energy of the system. The potential strain energy is
defined as the integral of the tension force over the elongation of an edge, whereas the complementary energy
is defined as the integral of the elongation of the edge over the tension force. In the total complementary
energy minimization form it can be shown that the deformation of the cable net from an initial configuration
to the equilibrium configuration is unique. It then follows that the primal problem has a unique solution
corresponding to the unique minimal total potential energy state. With the model assumptions in Section 3.1,
the cable net system considered here and thus PminE has a unique solution rF , which is equal to the unique
solution rF of the force equilibrium equations (16).
4. Control Algorithm
Both the form of the initial pre-stressed unloaded and concrete loaded cable net are likely to deviate from
the computed pre-stressed initial form and the designed final target form, respectively. Therefore, a closed-
loop construction method is introduced, which means that iteratively, the form of the net is measured and
inputs are applied to the system to bring its shape as closely as possible to the target shape.
After formulating the control problem, we present the iterative control algorithm, which is a variant of
SQP, and give a short comparison to standard SQP methods. Then, an extension of the algorithm is presented
to compute sparse control inputs.
4.1. Control Problem Formulation
An optimal control problem (OCP) is formulated, where the cost function to be minimized is given by the
weighted L2-norm of the distance between the measured and the desired coordinates, rF and r
des
F , respectively.
For the solution of this problem to be a static equilibrium of the cable net, constraints are used to represent
the static equilibrium conditions. The OCP can thus be formulated as
Problem Pocp :
min
rF ,u
focpprF q “ 12
››rF ´ rdesF ››2Qr
s.t. hprF , r¯B , uq “ 0 ,
(19)
with Qr being a weighting matrix. The 3nF equality constraints in (16), hprrJF , r¯JBsJ, uq “ 0, represent the
force balances at all free nodes.
Remark 1. The m inequality constraints in (8), gprF , r¯B , uq ď 0, which represent non-negative elongations
of the edges, can be added. If the problem is feasible, they guarantee the absence of slack cables. If there are
physical constraints in form of construction limitations on the inputs, then the constraints in (10) need to
be added. In the remainder of the paper, we do not consider any constraints on the inputs. The underlying
assumption is that the design provides all the actuation that is needed for the control task.
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4.2. Control Algorithm: Feasible Variant of SQP
We propose to solve Problem Pocp efficiently by a variant of SQP [24, 26], where the iterates are feasible
in each iteration, denoted by κ. Within each iteration of the algorithm, a Gauss Newton (GN) step generates
a descent direction for Pocp, and solving PminE ensures that feasible iterates are tested in a line search.
Problem Pocp is iteratively approximated as a Quadratic Program (QP) around a sequence of points
pκ “ rrκJF , uκJsJ of the current nodal position coordinates and inputs. The cost function of this QP could
be obtained by a quadratic approximation of the Lagrangian of Pocp, which would involve the Hessian of
the Lagrangian. We instead take the constrained GN approach [24], [27], where we exploit the least-squares
structure of the cost function focpprF q in Pocp. The GN iteration only uses the first-order term for the
approximate Hessian H, i.e.,
H “ ∇rF ,upprκF ´ rdesF qQ
1
2
r qJ∇rF ,upprκF ´ rdesF qQ
1
2
r q“ diagpQr, 0q.
This approximation has significant computational advantages if the system is large, as no second order
information needs to be computed. It is a good approximation if the residuals rκF ´ rdesF are small or nearly
affine. With ∆pκ “ r∆rκJF , ∆uκJsJ, the QP in iteration κ is given by
Problem PκSQP :
min
∆pκ
fGNocp p∆rκF q “ 12∆pκJH∆pκ `∇prF ,uqfocp∆pκ
s.t. hprκF , uκq `∇prF ,uqhprκF , uκqJ∆pκ “ 0.
(20)
The equality constraints of PκSQP are the linearized constraints of Pocp. With H and focp, fGNocp can be
simplified to
fGNocp p∆rκF q “ 12}r
κ
F ´ rdesF `∇prF ,uqprκF ´ rdesF q∆pκ}2Qr
“ 1
2
}rκF ´ rdesF `∆rκF }2Qr .
(21)
We propose the following feasible variant of SQP, for which global convergence is shown in Section 5. Along
∆uκ, which is the partial minimizer of PκSQP, a line search is performed to find a step length ακ. In the
direction of ∆uκ, feasible points of Pocp (denoted by rF pupκ`1qq) are computed by solving PminE. These
feasible points are those r
pκ`1q
F that together with u
pκ`1q “ uκ ` ακ∆uκ fulfill the nonlinear constraints of
Pocp. The iterates are then given by
ppκ`1q “ rrF puκ ` ακ∆uκqJ, uκJ` ακ∆uκJsJ, (22)
with ακ being a suitable step length that fulfills the Wolfe conditions in [24]
focpprF puκ`1qq ď focpprF puκqq ` c1∇rF focpprF puκqqJ∆r¯κF ,
∇rF focpprF puκ`1qqJ∆r¯κF ě c2∇rFfocpprF puκqqJ∆r¯κF ,
(23)
where c1 P R and c2 P R are constants fulfilling 0 ă c1 ă c2 ă 1, and ∆r¯κF is given by
∆r¯κF “ rF puκ ` ακ∆uκq ´ rF puκq.
The Wolfe conditions guarantee a sufficient decrease and curvature of the cost function focp at the new
iterate. Note that only the cost, and not constraint violations, needs to be accounted for because all points
are feasible. Different line search algorithms have been proposed in the literature. In this work, an inexact
line search algorithm with backtracking is chosen, where the step length satisfies the Wolfe conditions. For
further details we refer to [24]. A suitable step length ακ satisfying the Wolfe conditions always exists under
the mild assumptions that the cost function focp : RnF`mB ÞÑ R is continuously differentiable and bounded
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below along the ray focpprF puκ ` ακ∆uκqq and ∆uκ is a descent direction for focp. This result is stated in
Lemma 3.1 in [24].
The variant of SQP, where feasibility of the nonlinear constraints is maintained in each iteration, results
in Algorithm 1 below. Global convergence to a KKT point of Pocp is shown in Section 5.
Data:
‚ Initial feasible point r0F , u0 ;
‚ Target coordinates rdesF ;
‚ Convergence bound cc ;
Result:
‚ KKT point p “ rrF puqJ, uJsJ of Pocp ,
Initialization:
‚ Set rκF “ r0F , uκ “ u0, κ “ 0 ;
while }ppκ`1q ´ ppκq} ě cc do
‚ Solve PκSQP to obain ∆uκ ;
‚ Perform Line Search Algorithm to find
step length ακ and next feasible iterate ppκ`1q
‚ Set κÐ κ` 1 ;
end
‚ Set pÐ pκ ;
Algorithm 1: Overall control algorithm to solve Pocp: SQP variant with line search and feasibility of the
nonlinear constraints of Pocp in each iteration.
4.3. Comparison to Standard SQP
The standard SQP methods generate iterates ppκ`1q “ pκ `∆pκ, with ∆pκ “ r∆rκJF , ∆uκJsJ being the
minimizer of PκSQP. Until convergence, all these iterates might be infeasible, which has two main drawbacks.
A line search for guaranteeing global convergence needs to be performed on a merit function, which accounts
for both the decrease in the cost as well as the constraint violations, see [24] . This requires design parameters
that can be difficult to tune. In our variant, the cost function can be chosen as the merit function, as all
iterates are feasible.
Generating infeasible iterates itself can be a disadvantage. If time is critical the algorithm may need to be
terminated before convergence is reached. The corresponding control iterates do not correspond to the cost of
the current iterate and can also violate force, extension or slackness constraints. To overcome this problem,
so-called feasibility-perturbed SQP algorithms have been considered in the literature, see for example [28, 29],
or [30] in the context of nonlinear MPC. The search direction in each iteration is “tilted” to give a next feasible
iterate. In our SQP variant, we exploit the model information, and efficiently solve the SOCP PminE to obtain
feasible iterates in each iteration.
4.4. An Input Sparsity Approach
Depending on the construction application and the site conditions, the actuation system might not be fully
automated. For the experiments on the prototype presented in Section 6 actuation was applied manually.
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For large-scale structures with a large number of boundary edges this process can be very time- and labor-
intensive. Depending on the deviations in the form that need to be corrected, it might be efficient to apply
inputs to only a (possibly small) subset of the boundary edges rather than to adjust all of them. Simulation
results suggest that this might not significantly compromise the performance.
Motivated by the goal of making the actuation practically feasible, a sparse input vector is computed.
To do so, an additional term is introduced in the cost function to account for the cardinality of the input
vector. As proposed in [31], we use the weighted l1-norm as a convex regularizer for the cardinality. The
resulting sparse input vector is therefore denoted by ul1 in the following, and the corresponding cable net
configuration rF pul1q is denoted by rF,l1 . The weighted l1-norm is given by }W ul1}l1 “
ř
i wi|ui,l1 |, with W
being a diagonal matrix of the weights wi. The cost function is then convex and given by
fl1 “ focpprF,l1 , ul1q ` γ }W ul1}l1 , (24)
with γ a weighting factor. If γ “ 0, the fully actuated solution is achieved, and if γ is increased, the solution
becomes more and more sparse. If the weights wi are chosen to be the inverses of the entries of ui,l1 , then this
weighted l1-norm is equal to the cardinality of ul1 . As the entries ui,l1 are not known a priori, the weights
cannot be chosen a priori. Therefore, an iterative reweighting scheme is implemented, see [31], [32]. In the
first iteration the initial problem with γ “ 0 is solved. Then, the weights wi are updated to penalize smaller
entries more and more, approximating the cardinality of ul1 .
The sparse OCP, denoted by Pocp,l1 , consists of minimizing fl1 subject to the constraints of Pocp.
Problem Pocp,l1 :
min
rF,l1 ,ul1
fl1 “ focpprF,l1 , ul1q ` γ }Wul1}l1
s.t. hprF,l1 , ul1q “ 0 .
(25)
In order to solve Problem Pocp,l1 by the novel variant of SQP introduced in Section 4 we transform it into
the following QP
Problem PκSQP,l1 :
min
∆rκF,l1
,∆uκl1
,β
fGNl1 “ 12
›››rκF,l1 `∆rκF,l1 ´ rdesF ›››2Qr ` γ pwJβq
s.t. puκl1 `∆uκl1q ď β
´puκl1 `∆uκl1q ď β
∇prF ,uqhprκF,l1 , uκl1q∆pκ ` hprκF,l1 , uκl1q “ 0 ,
(26)
with w being the vector of the weights wi. Algorithm 2 summarizes the steps for solving Pocp,l1 by Algorithm 1
together with an iterative reweighting scheme of the l1-norm in the cost function, i.e., with iteratively updating
the weights w. The result is a sparse input vector ul1 .
5. Convergence of the Control Algorithm
This section is dedicated to the following convergence result.
Theorem 2. For the control task from an initial configuration of the cable net to the desired configuration
rdesF , let the model assumptions in Section 3.1 hold. Then, Algorithm 1 converges to a KKT-point of Pocp.
The proof of Theorem 2 is formally stated at the end of this section. First, we present the following results,
which are then used in the proof. In Section 5.1, we reformulate Pocp by expressing rF through the (unknown)
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Data:
‚ Parameters τ ą 0 and  ą 0;
‚ Convergence bound cw ;
Result:
‚ Sparse input ul1 ;
Initialize:
‚ Set ν “ 0, γ ą 0, w0 “ 0;
‚ Solve Pocp,l1 by Algorithm 1
to obtain initial fully actuated solution u0;
while ν ă 1 or }wν ´ wpν´1q} ě cw do
‚ Set ν Ð ν ` 1;
‚ Update weights: wνi “ τ|upν´1qi,l1 |` ;
‚ Solve Pocp,l1 by Algorithm 1 with wν
to obtain pν “ rrνJF,l1 , uνJl1 sJ;
end
‚ Set p “ pν ;
Algorithm 2: Computation of sparse input vector ul1 corresponding to feasible point p “ rrJF,l1 , uJl1sJ,
which solves the iteratively reweighted problem Pocp,l1 .
function Rpuq, making use of the Implicit Function Theorem. The resulting unconstrained nonlinear problem
(denoted by Pocp,u) is equal to the merit function in the line search of Algorithm 1. In Section 5.2, we show
that until convergence, PκSQP has a unique solution ∆uκ in each iteration. In Section 5.3 we show that the
unique solution ∆uκ is a descent direction for both Pocp,u and Pocp. With these results, proving convergence
to a KKT-point of Pocp is equivalent to proving convergence of the GN-method to a stationary point of Pocp,u,
which is a standard result from unconstrained optimization.
5.1. Reformulation of the Merit Function
First, we reformulate Pocp into
ProblemPocp,u :
min
u
focp,upuq “ 1
2
››Rpuq ´ rdesF ››2Qr .
In this formulation, the equality constraints hprF , uq “ 0 are implicitly included in the function Rpuq, which
exists due to Theorem 1. Problems Pocp and Pocp,u are equivalent in the sense that prF˚ , u˚q “ arg min Pocp
if and only if u˚ “ arg minPocp,u. This holds because the minimizer of Pocp, prF˚ , u˚q, needs to be feasible,
i.e., it needs to fulfill hprF˚ , u˚q “ 0 and therefore Rpu˚q “ rF˚ , and Pocp and Pocp,u are exact reformulations.
Therefore, a stationary point of Pocp,u corresponds to a KKT-point of Pocp, as all constraints are feasible.
In the following, convergence to a stationary point of Pocp,u is shown.
We note that the line search in Algorithm 1 is solving PminE in the trial steps and that this is equal to
evaluating Rpuq. Therefore the line search in Algorithm 1 is equal to a line search on the objective function
focp,upuq of Pocp,u.
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5.2. Existence of a Unique Search Direction ∆uκ
To prove further results, we show the following properties of the Jacobian of the constraint function.
Proposition 2. In each iteration, the Jacobian ∇uhprκF , uκq has singular values uniformly bounded away
from zero, i.e.,
D µ ą 0 such that }∇uhprκF , uκq u˜}2 ě µ }u˜}2 , @u˜ P RmB , (27)
for all prκF , uκq in a neighborhood of the bounded level set L “ tprκF , uκq|focpprκF , uκq ď focpprp0qF , up0qqu, with
prp0qF , up0qq being the starting point of the iteration.
Proof : ∇uhprF , uq has a structure which can be transformed into three stacked diagonal matrices for a
specific ordering of the nF nodes and the mB inputs. This means that there are mB linearly independent
first-order changes of the force equilibria h under u at the current point. For the cable net system, this holds
as each unit input (where exactly one entry of u is non-zero) produces a first-order change in the net force
of its nearest interior node in the net in a specific direction, i.e., linearly independent forces in the net are
caused by the different inputs. 
With Propositions 1 and 2, we can choose the weighting matrix Qr, such that
rank
´
Q
1
2
r p∇rF hq´1 ∇uh
¯
“ mB . (28)
Note that any positive definite weighting matrix Qr trivially fulfills (28).
We can now state the following.
Lemma 1. If Qr is chosen such that (28) is fulfilled, then in each iteration of Algorithm 1, PκSQP has a
unique solution ∆pκ “ r∆rκJF , ∆uκJsJ.
Proof : To see that Lemma 1 holds, we show that:
a) In each iteration, the equality constraint Jacobian ∇prF ,uqhprκF , uκq P R3nFˆ3nF`mB has full row rank.
b) The matrix H is positive definite on the tangent space of the constraints, i.e., ∆pκJH∆pκ ą 0,
@∆pκ ‰ 0, s.t. ∇prF ,uqhprF , uq∆pκ “ 0.
The partial Jacobian ∇rF hprF q P R3nFˆ3nF has full rank at any equilibrium configuration rF , which is given
at the feasible iterates, see Proposition 1. Together with Proposition 2, a) holds. To see that b) holds,
we note that ∆pκJH ∆pκ “ r∆rκJF ∆uκJsdiagpQr, 0qr∆rκJF ∆uκJsJ “ ∆rκJF Qr∆rκJF . For all ∆pκ, s.t.
∇prF ,uq hprF , uq ∆pκ “ 0, this is equal to ∆uκJHu∆uκ, with Hu “ ∇uhJ∇rF h´JQr∇rF h´1∇uh. As Qr
is chosen s.t. it fulfills (28), it holds that Hu ą 0 and thus b) holds. a) implies the linear independence
constraint qualification (LICQ), [28] and together with b), it implies that PκSQP has a unique solution. 
5.3. Descent Direction and Convergence Results
So far, we have shown that Problem Pocp can be reformulated into the unconstrained Problem Pocp,u, which
is equal to the merit function in the line search of Algorithm 1. Furthermore, in each iteration of Algorithm 1,
a unique GN-descent-direction ∆pκ for PκSQP is found. Therefore, with Section 4.2, the GN-descent-direction
∆uκ for Pocp is unique.
In the next step, we will show that the GN descent direction ∆uκ on Pocp is equal to the GN direction on
Pocp,u, denoted as uκPocp,u in the following. As ∆uκocp,u cannot be computed, ∆uκ is computed in Algorithm 1
instead. However because of ∆uκ “ uκPocp,u , ∆uκ is also a descent direction for Pocp,u.
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Then, the rest of the convergence proof can be reduced to showing convergence of the GN-iteration on
Pocp,u, which is a standard result from unconstrained optimization.
First, we note that in each iteration of Algorithm 1, if uκ is not a critical point of Pocp,u, then ∆uκ is a
descent direction for Pocp,u. This is stated in
Theorem 3. Unless ∇ufocp,upuκq “ 0, the GN search direction ∆uκ in Algorithm 1 is always a descent
direction for focp,u, i.e., ∆u
κJ∇ufocp,upuκq ď 0.
For the proof of Theorem 3, the following two arguments, stated in Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 are needed.
As Rpuq is not explicitly known, the GN-direction ∆uκ is computed by solving PκSQP in Algorithm 1, where
the linearized force equilibrium equations hprF , uq define the relation between rF and u. The first step in
the proof of Theorem 3 is to show that the partial GN search direction ∆uκ of the minimizer of PκSQP,
∆pκ “ r∆rκJF , ∆uκJsJ, is equal to the GN direction for Pocp,u. In order to see this, let us denote the GN
direction of Pocp,u by ∆uκPocp,u in order not to confuse it with the GN direction ∆uκ of Pocp. The GN iteration
on Pocp,u is defined as
upκ`1q “ uκ ` ακ∆uκPocp,u , (29)
with ακ being a step length from a line search satisfying the Wolfe conditions in (23), with ∆uκPocp,u in-
stead of ∆r¯κF and with ∇u instead of ∇rF . With the GN approximation of the Hessian ∇2ufocp,upuκq «
pQ 12r ∇uRpuqqJpQ
1
2
r ∇uRpuqq, the GN search direction ∆uκPocp,u is obtained by solving
∇uRpuκqJQr∇uRpuκq∆uκPocp,u “ ´∇ufocp,upuκq
“ ´∇uRpuκqJQrpRpuκq ´ rdesF q.
(30)
We can now state the following.
Lemma 2. In each iteration κ, the GN search direction ∆uκPocp,u for Pocp,u is equal to the partial GN search
direction ∆uκ of PκSQP in Algorithm 1.
The proof of Lemma 2 is given in the Appendix.
The second step in the proof of Theorem 3 is to show that the GN-direction ∆uPocp,u is a descent direction
for Pocp,u. This is a standard result, stated in the following.
Lemma 3 ([24]). Unless ∇ufocp,upuκq “ 0, the GN search direction ∆uκPocp,u is always a descent direction
for focp,u, i.e., ∆u
κJ
Pocp,u∇ufocp,upuκq ď 0.
The equality of ∆uκ “ ∆uκPocp,u in Lemma 2 together with the result in Lemma 3 complete the proof of
Theorem 3, that ∆uκ in Algorithm 1 is always a descent direction of focp,u.
For the proof of Theorem 2, it remains to be shown that in each iteration, sufficient decrease in the cost is
achieved. This follows as a standard result for the line search on the GN method, see Theorem 10.1 in [24].
Summarizing the previous results, we can now complete the proof of Theorem 2 for convergence of Algo-
rithm 1 to a KKT-point of Pocp.
Proof of Theorem 2: The results of Lemma 1, Theorem 3 and Theorem 10.1 in [24] prove the convergence
of Algorithm 1 to a critical point u of Pocp,u, which corresponds to p “ rrF puqJ, uJsJ being a KKT-point of
Pocp, because of constraint satisfaction. Thus, the proof of Theorem 2 is complete. 
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Figure 3. Topview of the prototype with stiff wooden frame and cable net structure.
6. Experimental Results
This section presents experimental results conducted on a cable net prototype. The main goals of the
experiments are the validation of the cable net model, as well as the evaluation of the control performance.
6.1. Prototype
The experimental prototype is based on the design of the HiLo Roof, which will be built on the NEST
building, as described in Section 1. The model is on a scale of 1:4 and therefore its dimensions are approx-
imately 4.5 m ˆ 2.5 m ˆ 2 m. The rigid frame supporting the pre-stressed net structure is built as a timber
housing. A top view of this prototype is shown in Figure 3. The net is realized using plastic and metal rods
rather than wire cables. This however is compatible with our model assumptions as the configurations are
chosen to be states where all edges are in tension. In simulation and from measurements, this can be verified
by computing ∆l. The edges are connected via steel connectors to steel rings representing the nodes of the
net. The net has a total of n “ 295 nodes, and m “ 606 edges, including mB “ 75 boundary edges, which
are connected via turnbuckles to the anchored boundary points on the wooden frame. The realization of the
net and the connection to the frame can be seen in Figure 4. A more detailed description of the prototype
system can be found in [10].
6.2. Measurements
During the experiments, different cable net configurations are measured, and the k-th configuration is
denoted by a superscript pkq, i.e., rpkqF , or by rpkq.
Whereas the ideal model of the net consists of lines and ideal intersection points, the nodes of the prototype
are realized as ring elements (shown in Figure 4). This makes the estimation of the nodal positions of the
net more challenging. The nodes of the ideal model in Section 3 are defined as the points, where the forces
of the adjacent edges balance. For the prototype, these points lie close to the center of the ring elements.
For the experiments, the measurement method is based on image processing. The prototype is equipped
with black spherical markers, which can be seen in Figure 4. Because of the construction, they cannot be
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Figure 4. Turnbuckle connecting the cable net structure to the boundary node at the
wooden frame and realization of a node in the net as ring construction with attached rods
and with markers for the image-based measurements.
Figure 5. Theodolite station underneath the net structure pointing towards a marker.
directly attached to the nodes in the center of the rings. Therefore, instead of directly measuring the nodal
positions, the measured marker positions will be used to estimate the nodal positions.
In order to measure the marker positions, the spatial directions from known reference positions to the
markers are measured. Based on these measurements, the positions of the markers are calculated via triangu-
lation. For the measurements of the directions to the markers the vision-based theodolite system QDaedalus,
see [33, 34, 35, 36], is used in a semi-automated way. In Figure 5, the theodolite station which is used to
measure the marker positions is shown under the prototype cable net structure. For more details about the
measurement method, we refer to [10].
The measured marker positions have submillimeter accuracy. We estimate the nodal positions by interpo-
lating the marker positions around each node. The accuracy of this interpolation depends on the locations
and number of markers around each node. Near the boundary of the net, the estimated nodal positions were
found to be less accurate due to a small number of markers and non-uniform marker placement around the
nodes.
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6.3. Experiments
The experiments on the prototype are conducted in two phases. In the first phase, the model parameters
are determined and the model is validated. In the second phase, control tasks are performed, and the control
performance is evaluated. A detailed description of all measured configurations of the prototype net system
is presented in [10].
6.3.A. Parameter Identification and Model Validation
Methods for the identification of the unstressed lengths of the edges are proposed in [8]. The measurement
procedure gives precise marker positions. Based on interpolation, we can estimate the nodal displacements
precisely, but the estimated absolute nodal positions are not very accurate. Therefore, we use a simplified
approach for determining the l0 values. A simple model is chosen, where the same material properties are
assumed for all edges. The first configuration of the net is chosen such that its stress state is approximately
uniform. The forces of the edges are at the lower range of possible forces for linear-elastic behavior of the
material, however still sufficient to avoid slack edges in the net. This was ensured by force measurements at
the upper corners of the net and by manual inspection of the edges. From the measured nodal coordinates of
this initial configuration, denoted by rp0q, the parameters of the unstressed lengths of the edges are determined
to be
l0,ps,tq “ 0.990 lp0qps,tq, if ps, tq is an elastic edge (plastic rod),
l0,ps,tq “ 0.999 lp0qps,tq, if ps, tq is a stiff edge (metal rod),
(31)
where l
p0q
ps,tq “ }rp0qs ´ rp0qt }2 is the actual measured length of the edge ps, tq in the initial configuration 0. The
stiff edges of the prototype are made of metal because of construction constraints. The choice of the scalings
for l0 in (31) is based on the following relation, which holds for the plastic rods,
f elastps,tq “ EAps,tq
∆lps,tq
l0,ps,tq
ðñ
∆lps,tq
l0,ps,tq
“ f
elast
ps,tq
EAps,tq
“ 150 N
1.65ˆ 109 N
m2
pip32.4 mmq2 « 0.01.
The strain ∆l{l0 of the plastic rod edges is therefore « 1%. Based on the assumption of a uniform stress
state in the measured configuration, also a uniform strain is assumed for all plastic edges. We now make a
further simplifying assumption. As the plastic rods constitute the majority of the cable edges, they dominate
the model behavior.
For the metal edges, the Young’s modulus is higher by approximately a factor of 100. Precisely accounting
for this would lead to a model for which the derivatives of the edge forces would have values in significantly
different ranges and the OCP would become numerically harder to solve. Therefore, the parameters of l0,ps,tq
for the stiff edges are chosen as in (31). For comparison, the model with higher values of stiffness for the metal
rods was used in a simulation study with a small step size and a large number of iterations to convergence.
It was confirmed that the simplified model assumptions do not compromise the precision of the simulation
results.
After this initial measurement for determining the unstressed lengths, the subsequent experiments in the
first phase are used to validate the model behavior. To this end, the nodal positions are estimated from the
measured marker positions of the configurations. As references, we compute (simulate) the nodal positions
based on the model, the estimated parameters from (31), the measured boundary coordinates and the inputs
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Figure 6. Manual application of control actions: Measuring the changes in lengths of the
boundary edges by callipers and adjusting the turnbuckles to apply the computed control
inputs.
of the configurations. Then, we compare the measurement-based estimated configurations to the model-based
simulated configurations.
This comparison shows a good match between the simulated model behavior and the behavior of the
experimental prototype in terms of the displacement of the nodes under the applied inputs. However, the
match between the simulated and estimated absolute position coordinates is not very accurate for some nodes
and has a large variation over the net. A reason for this are the inaccuracies in the nodal position estimates
introduced by interpolating the measured marker positions from a small number of markers, and from non-
uniformly placed markers around the nodes. This appears especially at the boundary regions of the net due
to construction limitations.
To reduce the effect of this estimation error in the absolute nodal positions, the weighting matrix Qr in
the control algorithm, Algorithm 1, is chosen such that it gives more weight to the coordinates that more
precisely match the simulated nodal coordinates. This leads to control inputs that correct for the control
error rather than correcting for the estimation errors.
6.3.B. Control of the Nodal Positions
In the second phase of the experiments, the goal is to evaluate the control performance. We use the
superscripts piniq, pdesq, and pconq to denote the initial, desired and controlled configurations, i.e., rpiniq,
rpdesq, and rpconq, respectively. As before, the controlled configuration resulting from a sparse input vector
ul1 is denoted by r
pconq
l1
. The control task is to achieve a given desired target configuration, rpdesq, starting
from an initial configuration, rpiniq. We present the results of one of several control experiments, as it is
representative for the observed control performance.
Figure 6 shows the manual process of applying the computed control inputs to the prototype system and a
motivation for computing sparse input vectors. The turnbuckles are manually actuated to adjust the lengths
of the corresponding boundary edges, while measuring the change in lengths via callipers.
In Figure 7, three measured configurations of the 1:4 HiLo roof prototype are shown, which correspond
to one control experiment. Blue depicts the initial configuration denoted by rpiniq. Black shows the desired
target configuration, rpdesq, and green shows the resulting controlled configuration, rpconql1 , after applying the
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Figure 7. Measured configurations: — (blue) Initial starting configuration rpiniq, —
(black) Desired configuration rpdesq, — (green) Achieved controlled configuration rpconql1 . Dis-
placements of configurations rpdesq and rpconql1 relative to starting configuration r
piniq are shown
scaled by a factor of five for better visualization. N Lengthened edges,  Shortened edges.
The displayed numbers of the actuated edges correspond to a consecutive edge numbering.
computed sparse inputs. The red triangles N, and black diamonds , show the actuated boundary edges,
which are lengthened and shortened, respectively.
In order to be able to evaluate the control performance, the target configuration rpdesq is defined by
measuring an actual configuration. This has the advantage of knowing that the target is achievable, and also
specifies the inputs required to achieve it. Furthermore, we know that the stress states corresponding to this
configuration lies within the range of the linear material behavior of the edges, and that no slack edges are
present. The control experiment is then started from an initial configuration, rpiniq, which is achieved by
perturbing the target configuration, rpdesq. The inputs that would then result in the target configuration are
depicted in Figure 8 as a reference. Their input locations correspond to the ones shown in Figure 7 by red
triangles N, and black diamonds .
For comparison, both the fully actuated and the sparse input vectors are computed and their performance
is compared in terms of the error norms }rpdesq ´ rpconq}2Qr and }rpdesq ´ rpconql1 }2Qr , respectively. Note that in
this case the solution is known to be sparse because of the definition of the initial condition and the target.
Figure 8 shows the fully actuated control input vector u computed by Algorithm 1 and Figure 9 shows the
sparse input vector ul1 resulting from Algorithm 2 with parameters τ “ 10´4,  “ 10´8 and γ “ 0.3. In the
experiment, only the sparse input vector is applied to the prototype leading from the initial perturbed (blue)
configuration, rpiniq, to the controlled (green) one, rpconql1 . Because of the very good control performance, only
one control iteration is done on the prototype. The fully actuated control input vector u is not experimentally
applied to the prototype system. However, in simulation, both u and the sparse ul1 can be compared. With
rpconq and rpconql1 being the minimizers of Problem PminE for the fully actuated u and the sparse ul1 , the error
norms are }rpdesq ´ rpconq}2Qr “ 1.669ˆ 10´3 and }rpdesq ´ rpconql1 }2Qr “ 1.883ˆ 10´3, respectively.
The experiments on the prototype show the following control performance. The measured data reveal that
the error norm is decreased by 98.8%, from }rpdesq ´ rpiniq}2Qr “ 1.55ˆ10´2 to }rpdesq ´ rpconql1 }2Qr “ 1.82ˆ10´4.
The unweighted error norm of the deviations is decreased by 98.7% from }rpdesq ´ rpiniq}22 “ 2.21ˆ 10´2 to
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Figure 8. Reference inputs for shortening and for lengthening to steer the initial
perturbed configuration rpiniq to the desired target configuration rpdesq, Computed fully
actuated control inputs from Algorithm 1.
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Figure 9. Reference inputs for shortening and for lengthening to steer the initial
perturbed configuration rpiniq to the desired target configuration rpdesq, Computed sparse
control inputs by Algorithm 2.
}rpdesq ´ rpconql1 }22 “ 2.81 ˆ 10´4. The RMS-error, defined by }rpdesq ´ rpconql1 }2{n, decreases by 88.5% from
0.134 mm to 0.0154 mm.
Figure 10 shows the spatial distribution of the initial nodal position errors over the net. The spatial
distribution of the controlled nodal position errors is shown in Figure 11.
Figure 12 shows the histogram of the statistical distribution of the measured deviation before and after
the control on the prototype in terms of the Euclidean distances. The highest deviations can be seen in the
z-coordinates, which are corrected from initial errors of more than 15 mm to final errors of approximately
2 mm.
7. Conclusions
A new control application has been presented for the control of the form of an innovative flexible formwork
for concrete construction. This enables the precise construction of thin light-weight shell structures. The
main component of the formwork, a pre-stressed cable net structure, needs to be controlled in order to ensure
that the concreted shell precisely achieves the designed and optimized form and thus obtains its designed
structural properties. Actuation of the system is possible by changing the lengths of the boundary edges,
which are attached to a supporting rigid frame. The control algorithm minimizes the error norm between
the built configuration of the net and the desired one. It is based on SQP with a guaranteed feasible step
at each iteration. For practical application, sparse input vectors can be computed. A 1:4 prototype of the
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Figure 10. Control scenario with sparse actuation. Initial errors }rpdesqs ´ rpiniqs }2, the dis-
tance between the initial configuration r
piniq
s and the desired coordinates r
pdesq
s , for each node
s “ 1, ..., n.
Figure 11. Control scenario with sparse actuation. Controlled errors }rpdesqs ´ rpconqs,l1 }2, the
distance between the controlled coordinates, r
pconq
s,l1
, and the desired coordinates, r
pdesq
s .
HiLo roof is used for the experimental assessment of the method. The experiments on the prototype system
show very good control performance. The RMS-errors between desired and measured configurations before
and after the control are decreased by 88.51% from 0.134 mm to 0.0154 mm. For the construction of the HiLo
roof on the NEST building, hardware improvements are planned in order to reduce the estimation errors of
the nodal positions. As the roof has a larger span, the ratio between the number of interior nodal positions
to be controlled and boundary edges available for control inputs will increase. Investigating a measure of
controllability as a function of this ratio will be relevant. Furthermore, the pre-stressing forces will be higher
and the material of the edges and of the supporting frame will be steel instead of the plastic used in the
experimental investigation. Depending on the structural design, constraints on tension bounds in the edges
might need to be introduced in order to prevent the material from being damaged.
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Figure 12. Histograms of the distances from the initial coordinates to the desired ones:
}rpdesqs ´ rpiniqs }2 from the controlled coordinates to the desired ones: }rpdesqs ´ rpconqs,l1 }2,
for all nodes s “ 1, ..., n.
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Proof of Lemma 2
The following Corollary 1 is needed to prove Lemma 2.
Corollary 1. The Jacobian ∇uRpuκq in each iteration has singular values uniformly bounded away from
zero, i.e.,
D ν ą 0 such that }∇uRpuκq u˜} ě ν }u˜} , @u˜ P RmB , (32)
for all uκ in a neighborhood of the bounded level set L “ tuκ|focp,upuκq ď focp,upu0qu, with u0 being the starting
point of the iteration.
Proof : According to Theorem 1, we have ∇uRpuq “ ´r∇rF hprF , uqs´1∇uhprF , uq. Herein, the partial
Jacobian ∇rF hprF , uq is invertible, because of Proposition 1 and ∇uhprF , uq has its singular values bounded
away from zero because of Proposition 2. Moreover, both terms ∇rF hprF , uq and ∇uhprF , uq have singular
values bounded away from zero and bounded above, because first-order changes in both the nodal positions rF
and the inputs u have linearly independent non-zero, but bounded effects on the resulting forces at the free
nodes, which completes the proof. 
Lemma 2. In each iteration κ, the GN search direction ∆uκPocp,u for Pocp,u is equal to the partial GN search
direction ∆uκ of PκSQP in Algorithm 1.
Proof : First, we reformulate the cost function fGNocp p∆rκF q in (21) into
fGNocp,up∆uκPocp,uq “
1
2
›››Rpuκq ´ rdesF `∇uRpuκq∆uκPocp,u›››2
Qr
. (33)
We claim that at each feasible iterate, fGNocp,up∆uκq in (33) is equal to fGNocp p∆rκF q in (21). First, we see that
for any feasible iterate, it holds that Rpuκq “ rκF . Moreover, with ∇uhprκF , uκq∆uκ `∇rF hprκF , uκq∆rκF “ 0,
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we have ∆rκF “ ´p∇rF hprκF , uκqq´1 ∇uhprκF , uκq∆uκ. With the Implicit Function Theorem, it holds that
∆rκF “ ∇uRpuκq∆uκ and thus fGNocp,up∆uκq and fGNocp p∆rκF q are equal at the current point.
As the constraints of PκSQP satisfy the LICQ, the tangent cone of the nonlinear constraints hprF , uq “ 0
and the set of feasible linearized directions of PκSQP are the same at the current point.
Because of Lemma 1, the solution of PκSQP is unique, and with the rank argument in Corollary 1, it is easy
to see from (30) that also ∆uκPocp,u is unique. Therefore, the minimizer ∆u
κ
Pocp,u for Pocp,u is equal to the
partial minimizer ∆uκ of PκSQP. 
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